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Tanzania – The second Covid
coup?
President John Magufuli’s disappearance makes
him potentially the 2nd “Covid denier” head of
state to lose power.
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J
ohn Magufuli, President of Tanzania, has disappeared. He’s
not been seen in public for several weeks, and speculation is
building as to where he might be.

Ae opposition has, at various times, accused the President of
being hospitalised with “Covid19”, either in Kenya or India, although
there remains no evidence this is the case.

To add some context, John Magufuli is one of the “Covid denier” heads
of state from Africa.

He famously had his oKLce submit Lve unlabelled samples for testing
– goat, motor oil, papaya, quail and jackfruit – and when four came
back positive and one “inconclusive”, he banned the testing kits and
called for an investigation into their origin and manufacture.

In the past, he has also questioned the safety and e:;cacy of the
supposed “covid vaccines”, and has not permitted their use in
Tanzania.

In the Western press Magufuli has been portrayed as “anti-science”
and “populist”, but it is not fair to suggest that the health of the people
of Tanzania is a low priority for the President. In fact it’s quite the
opposite.

ARter winning his Lrst election in 2015 he slashed government salaries
(including his own) in order to increase funding for hospitals and
buying AIDs medication. In 2015 he cancelled the Independence Day
celebrations and used the money to launch an anti-Cholera
campaign. Healthcare has been one of his administration’s top
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priorities, and Tanzanian life expectancy has increased every year
while he has been in oKLce.

Ae negative coverage of President Magufuli is a very recent
phenomenon. Early in his Presidency he even received glowing write-
ups from the Western press and Soros-backed think tanks, praising
his reforms and calling him an “example” to other African nations.

All that changed when he spoke out about Covid being hoax.

When he was re-elected in October 2020 the standard Western
accusations of “voter suppression” and “electoral fraud” appeared in
the Western press which had previously reported his approval rating
as high as 96%.

And the anti-Magufuli campaign increased momentum in the new
year, with Mike “we lied, we cheated, we stole” Pompeo initiating
sanctions against Tanzanian government o:;cials as one of his Lnal
acts as Secretary of State. Ae sanctions were notionally due to
“electoral irregularities”, but the obvious reality is that it’s due to
Tanzania’s refusal to toe the Covid line.

Just last month, Ae Guardian, always the tip of the spear when it
comes to “progressive” regime change ran an article headlined:

It’s time for Africa to rein in Tanzania’s anti-“
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Ae article makes no mention of goats, papaya and motor oil testing
positive for the coronavirus, but does ask – in a very non-partisan,
journalistic way:

Before going on to conclude:

vaxxer president

What is wrong with President John Magufuli? Many

people in and outside Tanzania are asking this

question.”

Magufuli [is] fuelling anti-vaxxers as the pandemic and

its new variants continue to play out. He needs to be

challenged openly and directly. To look on indifferently

exposes millions of people in Tanzania and across

Africa’s great lakes region – as well as communities

across the world – to this deadly and devastating virus.

“

“
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Ae author doesn’t say exactly how Magufuli should be “challenged openly
and directly”, but that’s not what these articles are for. Aey exist simply
to paint the subject as a villain, and create a climate where “something
must be done”. What that “something” is – and, indeed, whether or
not it is legal – are none of the Guardian-reading public’s business,
and most of them don’t really care.

Oh, by the by, the article is part of the Guardian’s “Global
Development” section, which is sponsored by the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation. Just so you know.

So, within two weeks of Ae Guardian publishing a Gates-sponsored
article calling for something to be done about President Magufuli, he
has disappeared, allegedly due to Covid. Funny how that works out.

Even if Magufuli miraculously survives his bout of “suspected
Covid19”, the writing is on the wall for his political career. Ae Council
on Foreign Relations published this article just yesterday, which goes
to great lengths arguing that the President has lost all authority, and
concludes:

It’s not hard to read the subtext there, if you can even call it “subtext”
at all.

a bold figure within the ruling party could capitalize on

the current episode to begin to reverse course.”“
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Unlike the Guardian we are NOT funded by Bill & Melinda Gates, or any other
NGO or government. So a few coins in our jar to help us keep going are

always appreciated.

Our Bitcoin JTR code is: 1JR1whUa3G24wXpDyqMKpieckMGGW2u2VX

If we are about to see the sudden death and/or replacement of the
President of Tanzania, he will not be the Lrst African head of state to
suKfer such a fate in the age of Covid.

Last summer Pierre Nkurunziza, the President of Burundi, refused to
play along with Covid and instructed the WHO delegation to leave his
country…before dying suddenly of a “heart attack” or “suspected
Covid19”. His successor immediately reversed every single one of his
Covid policies, including inviting the WHO back to the country.

Aat was our ;rst Covid coup, and it looks like Tanzania could well be
next.

If I were the President of Turkmenistan or Belarus, I wouldn’t be
making any longterm plans.

FILED UNDER: CORONAVIRUS , FEATURED , LATEST , TANZANIA
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Together with Nicaragua, Tanzania currently ranks lowest in the world (meaning most
lockdown free) on the University of Oxford’s Covid-19 Stringency Index, with a score of
8.33 out of 100. Other low countries are CAR, Sudan, Afghanistan, Nepal and Laos. Belarus
is the lowest in Europe.

On the other end of the spectrum, the UK has the dubious honour or ranking second
highest in the world with 87.96 out of 100, together with Venezuela. The two are only
beaten by Eritrea (92.59).

1 0 Reply

Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 7:18 PM
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How to stop the British population going on holiday and spending their pounds overseas.
Use fear of Covid of course. Its not quite currency control yet,,,,,,but we are getting there.

1 0 ReplyLisa B  Mar 12, 2021 7:09 PM

Another victim to add to the growing pile 
Brandy Vaughan (ex Merck rep) who was a vocal vaccine safety campaigner was found
dead in her home December 2020. She was young and healthy but died of ‘natural
causes’… 

Ex Merck rep Brandy Vaughan

0 0 Reply

S Cooper  Mar 12, 2021 7:06 PM

“Scamdemic Denialism” (Global Research Canada)

https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-denialism-enshrined-case-law/5739638

“No honest poster here on Off Guardian is denying the existence of the CORPORATE
FASCIST SCAMDEMIC. In fact we have been saying for months now that not only does it

exist but that it is a CRIME AGAINST WE THE PEOPLE (HUMANITY). We want its

criminal perpetrators brought to account.”

“Now in Canada, at least, that is not possible. The WAR RACKETEER CORPORATE
FASCIST OLIGARCH MOBSTER PSYCHOPATH CRIMINAL VICTIMIZERS have made it a

criminal offense for the WE THE PEOPLE VICTIMS to bring to seek relief from our
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criminal victimizers. It is sick out there and getting sicker.”

0 0 Reply

S Cooper  Mar 12, 2021 7:15 PM

 Reply to  

“Kangaroo Court Jester George W King Needs To Go… Now!

0 0 Reply

Rhys Jaggar  Mar 12, 2021 6:58 PM

Isn’t it about time to consider ‘reprisals’ against journalists at the Guardian?

You know, denying them vaccines? Preventing them ever getting on an aeroplane again,
nor driving a car again??

Making them grow their own food by banning them from shopping in food stores??

No end to the sort of ‘reprisals’ you could dream up to make the lives of those pig-headed
ignorami, stooges for the Security Services and prostitutes for Bill Gates really rather
uncomfortable….

It should be assumed until proven otherwise that William Gates III is a key coconspirator
in a political assassination and as such, he should be shipped to a place analagous to

S Cooper
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Guantanomo Bay to be treated in the way that the US Security Services’ ‘wet teams’ treat
their detainees…..

Amazing what Gates would have to be say about being treated like a terrorist.

As he is a terrorist in economic terms, why should it now be a surprise that he is
diversifying into political terrorism??

0 0 Reply

Antinfo  Mar 12, 2021 6:24 PM

Freedom Talk with Dr Stefan Lanka, Dr Andrew Kaufman & Dr Thomas Cowan

(all three for the first time together?):

https://odysee.com/@DrAndrewKaufman:f/Lanka-Cowan-Braus-3-4-21-1:4

0 0 Reply

Peter Sky  Mar 12, 2021 6:02 PM

Maybe he is in secret talks with other African leaders to ban the WHO from Africa? Even
Switzerland are considering booting them out. The reputation of the country threatened
by harbouring such terrorist groups. Wouldn’t the USA or China be more suitable
locations for their headquarters?

Katy Perry - Bon Appétit (O=cial) ft. Migos

0 -2 Reply
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Jacques  Mar 12, 2021 5:42 PM

Last year, a few prominent doctors and academics came out and tried to bring some sense
into the madness, but they were promptly demonized using the usual bullshit
arguments. A few of them suggested that they were threatened or that some unfortunate
event might happen, not necessarily being bumped off but being harassed. One of these
guys was recently reported in hospital with CV-1984. A biologist from a private lab who
first worked on the “virus”, whatever that’s supposed to mean, and was rather vocal about
some aspects of it has been shut up by having bogus embezzlement charges brought
against her, or maybe her lab, not sure.

The prime minister is not exactly a member of the globalist clique, rather the opposite. So
is the president. Both are populists, elected despite a massive media campaign against
them. The entire time this has been going on, I’ve been having the impression that they’re
trying to pretend compliance, but not allow the country to be completely fucked up. But I
could be wrong on that. Lately, the president is pushing Sputnik. It wouldn’t surprise me if
Sputnik was placebo or something innocuous – what interest would Putin have in fucking
up his own people?

5 -1 Reply

Researcher  Mar 12, 2021 6:21 PM

 Reply to  

It is not a placebo. It is the same DNA adenovirus technology from the same NIH
license that Oxford developed the Astra Zeneca synthetic injectable pathogen. It is
genetic engineering. I have explained this repeatedly. You watch too much
television. There are no viruses. There are only saline injections for politicians sitting
for photo ops. There is nothing innocuous in vaccines.

4 0 Reply

Jacques  Mar 12, 2021 6:49 PM

 Reply to  

I hope that your assumptions about other things are not as wrong as that that I
watch too much television, as I haven’t watched television in 15 years at least.

I don’t know whether there are viruses or what the things called viruses are, what
their function or source is. I’m totally open to any theory as long as it’s reasonably
substantiated. I very much like the premises of the New German Medicine

Jacques

Researcher
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insofar as I’ve been able to acquaint myself with them, but I’m not ready to
completely dismiss germs, viruses and accept the claim that infection doesn’t
exist, which is what you’ve repeatedly claimed. I don’t just accept things because
some entity on the Internet says so.

Be it as it may, I can’t see a reason why Russia would want to genetically mutate
its population the same way the PTB in the west might. How would that be in
Putin’s interest?

0 0 Reply

Magie  Mar 12, 2021 6:51 PM

 Reply to  

0 0 Reply

Moneycircus  Mar 12, 2021 5:32 PM

UK Column News – 12th March 2021
PART ONE

ASTRAZENECA DEPLATFORMED
BULGARIA, THAILAND LATEST TO RESTRICT JAB

Some countries suspend particular batches, pause for several weeks.

Canada urges people go ahead with vaccinations with other manufacturers.

MHRA uses identical wording “to ensure that the benefits outweigh any potential risks.”
says blood clots don’t exceed usual distribution.

Dr Sucharit Bhakdi:

Researcher

“Two dangerous things must be expected to happen. Many copies of the virus spikes may

appear on the cell surface. These may bind and activate blood platelets which will trigger

blood clotting. Secondly, the cells producing the spike protein may be attacked by our own

immune system…

Damage to the blood vessel lining must also be expected to cause clotting. The effect is likely

magnified in individuals receiving their second vaccination as well as patients who have been

infected with any coronavirus before or after vaccination. This may have contributed to the
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DOCTORS 4 COVID ETHICS OPEN LETTER
DEMAND EMA PUBLISH EVIDENCE OR SUSPEND mRNA JABS

“Should all such evidence not be available, we demand that approval for use of the gene-
based vaccines be withdrawn until all the above issues have been properly addressed by
the exercise of due diligence by the European Medicines Agency.

Patrick Henningsen: where are the regulators, the watchdogs and the media?
Mike Robinson: the regulators are captured by big pharma.

MATT HANCOCK NEW VACCINE, YAY!
ORDERED 60 MILLION DOSES FROM NOVAVAX BEFORE APPROVAL
Novavax claims 100% efficacy against the variants

NEW UK TARGET GROUP: THE HOMELESS
UNDERLYING HEALTH CONDITIONS MAKE THEM A PRIORITY

No figures or specifics from Prof Wei Shen Lim of JCVI or Rosanna O’Connor of PHE.
No reference to coronavirus, perhaps because the homeless have NOT suffered as
predicted
ONS: before pandemic, estimated deaths was the highest on record, up 7% since 2018.
Government didn’t care at that time.

observed clusters of deaths in senior homes… and in deaths in young and middle aged

persons. Blood clotting is always life threatening.

If clots form at vulnerable spots in brain, spine or heart they can have fatal effects. This is why

one week ago we wrote to the EMA asking if these possible dangerous effects of the vaccines

had been excluded in pre-clinical trials prior to approval. However, we have received no reply

from EMA and we are thus forced to believe that the potential dangers of the vaccines have

never been excluded.”

There are serious concerns, including but not confined to those outlined above, that the

approval of the COVID-19 vaccines by the EMA was premature and reckless, and that the

administration of the vaccines constituted and still does constitute “human experimentation”,

which was and still is in violation of the Nuremberg Code.”
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STATS CANADA SAYS LOCKDOWN NOT COVID DRIVING EXCESS DEATHS
YOUNGER PEOPLE DYING, CAUSES POINT TO GOV POLICY

EXCESS MORTALITY IN UK HOSPITALS BELOW AVERAGE
‘INDIRECT CONSEQUENCES OF THE PANDEMIC’ AKA LOCKDOWN DEATHS
In summer 2020 many fewer excess deaths in hospitals compared to the 5-year average —
reasons may be seasonal, and of course hospitals were empty — but there was no such
reduction in homes.
UKC: either hospitals were excluding people who later died at home or there was a rise in
suicides and drug abuse at home, or a combination of both.

Mike Robinson: gov must investigate why deaths rose so strongly at home.
Patrick Henningsen: if the policy was to reduce deaths, is the risk of dying from gov policy
greater than the risk of dying from Covid. If so, the gov has a big problem.

BIDEN DEATH CULT REVELS IN COVID TOLL
526K IS WWI + WW2 + Vietnam BUT ALSO MEANINGLESS
Deaths are usually tallied by season. Biden quotes a rolling total. Meaningless in medical
terms. Scare tactics only. Death cult. To justify the jab.
“100 million shots in arms, by 60th day in office. No other country has done this. Going
from 1 million shots a day to more than 2 million a day, outpacing the rest of the world.
Yada, yada.”

Washington Post: An Independence Day Goal Line

Biden: that doesn’t mean large events with lots of people together but it does mean small
groups.

CITIZEN JOURNALISTS DISPROVE CLAIM ON BBC OF “WARDS OF CHILDREN”
BBC FAILED TO PUSH BACK ON OUTLANDISH CLAIMS

Radio 5 Live Adrian Chiles swallowed whole the claims of Laura Duffel, matron in a
London hospital.
Citizen Journos Com: CONFIRMED: There Wasn’t A “Whole Ward of [Covid] Children” as

“July 4th — Biden cast it as a chance not only to mark our independence as a nation but we

begin to mark our independence from this virus.”
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Claimed by Laura Duffell of Kings College Hospital.
Hospital’s answer: 6 children, of which 3 patients were on one ward, the other three were
on other wards. As for “a whole ward of children [with Covid]” —— the ward in question
had 12 beds of which 2 were occupied.

CHANNEL 4, THEN AND NOW
JON SNOW WAS RED PILLED. NOW HE’S BACK ON THE BLUES.

C4, 2009 Tom Clarke report: Council of Europe accuses pharma companies of organizing
a campaign of panic and unduely influencing the WHO.

GATES FOUNDATION BEGAN POURING MONEY INTO WHO AROUND 2009
TRIED A SCAMDEMIC IN 2009, IT FAILED. MEDIA CALLED IT OUT.

The Defender: Before COVID, Gates planned social media censorship of vaccine safety
advocates with Pharma, CDC, Media, China and CIA
Swine Flu saw massive push back and criticism from the media.
Big Pharma learned the lessons and the media is a poodle this time around.

EVENT 201 COORDINATED MASS CENSORSHIP
TRANSCRIPT PUBLISHED, REVEALS PLAN TO SHUT DOWN INTERWEBS

Transcript shows Event 201 envisaged comprehensive State Corporatist disinfo plan

ROBERT F KENNEDY JR DEPLATFORMED FOR PRINTING FACTS
RFK: GOV PLANNED ITS RESPONSE BEFORE THERE WAS A PANDEMIC

“At Gates’ direction, these eminences role-played members of a Pandemic Control Council,

wargaming government strategies for controlling the pandemic, the narrative and the

population. Needless to say, there was little talk of building immune systems, off-the-shelf

remedies or off-patent therapeutic drugs and vitamins, but lots of chatter about promoting

uptake of new patentable antiviral drugs and vaccines.”
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11 -1 Reply

Moneycircus

UK Column News – 12th Ma
PART TWO

YOUTUBE SHOULD ADMI
21 CENTURY WIRE VIDEO CENSORED FOR DOUBTING WHO GUIDANCE
Google’s dishonesty is based on revenues it receives from big pharma advertising, just as
MSM.

Henningsen’s interview — “Why you should question vaccine passports” — was gaining

thousands of views per hour before YT puled it.
It seems Google censors any view that questions policies of WHO or any health official
anywhere.
Latest journalists to be censored include Whitney Webb from Patreon, Vanessa Beeley
from YouTube.

DANISH FRONT FOR IBM-MICROSOFT PUSHING COVID PASSPORTS
VACCINE DATA > PHONE > QR CODE > TRACKS ALL MOVEMENTS
Travel “freedom” is only the beginning. Digital ID, digital currency, social credit, carbon
credits and access to basic services. Privacy rules (if any) depend on local region.
Martin Petersen Lennards, the Danish public sector leader for IBM Global Business
Services, is promoting the system in Denmark.

Why Denmark’s “corona passport” is more of a promise than a plan

MC: Here is evidence IBM-Microsoft is using the Covid pandemic as an excuse, a front
end for full-blown Digital Track and Trace.
Patrick Henningsen: It will be the end of personal sovereignty if it’s allowed to progress
down this road. These are the end-game implications of this technology.

GO FUND ME CANCELS LYNDA THYER’S CROWD FUNDER
“LYNDA’S LEGAL EXPENSES” EXPLORING NEW OPTIONS

Had reached £16,000. Donors will be refunded.

https://thenhf.com/2020/06/23/david-noakes-and-lynda-thyer/
Patrick Henningsen: where could pressure have come from: either governments, big
pharma or MSM journalists who call and harass these platforms. The easiest route is to
bow to pressure. These journalists are working for government and big pharma.

“Over the last two weeks, Facebook and other social media sites have deplatformed me and

many other critics of regulatory corruption and authoritarian public health policies. So, here is

some fodder for those of you who have the eerie sense that the government/industry

pandemic response feels like it was planned — even before there was a pandemic.”
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STOP MASKS IN SCHOOLS – CROWDJUSTICE
TEACHERS SHOULD PUT EDUCATION FIRST
“The claimant is child at school represented by their parent. The defendant, to be named
as soon as proceedings are issued, is the child’s school which is adopting a face-covering
policy following government guidance (which they are not legally obliged to do) while
failing properly to consider the impact on the children and staff (which they are obliged
to do). ”

SYRIA BACK IN THE SEARCHLIGHTS
VANESSA BEELEY’S YT CHANNEL TAKEN DOWN
More likely to be precursor to NATO intervention than concern about Beeley’s undoubted
prominence. Opposing voices being shut down in advance

WEAPONS INSPECTORS AND EXPERTS SPEAK OUT ON DOUMA.

Courage Found Org — Statement of Concern: The OPCW investigation of alleged
chemical weapons use in Douma, Syria

Signatories in Support of the Statement of Concern:
José Bustani, Ambassador of Brazil, first Director General of the OPCW and former

“Since the publication by the OPCW of its final report in March 2019, a series of worrying

developments has raised serious and substantial concerns with respect to the conduct of that

investigation. These developments include instances in which OPCW inspectors involved with

the investigation have identified major procedural and scientific irregularities, the leaking of a

significant quantity of corroborating documents, and damning statements provided to UN

Security Council meetings.

It is now well established that some senior inspectors involved with the investigation, one of

whom played a central role, reject how the investigation derived its conclusions, and OPCW

management now stands accused of accepting unsubstantiated or possibly manipulated

findings with the most serious geo-political and security implications…

To that end, we call on the Director General of the OPCW to find the courage to address the

problems within his organization relating to this investigation and ensure States Parties and

the United Nations are informed accordingly. In this way we hope and believe that the

credibility and integrity of the OPCW can be restored.”
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Ambassador to the United Kingdom and France

Dr. Sabine Krüger, Analytical Chemist, Former OPCW Inspector 1997-2009
Dirk van Niekerk, former OPCW Inspection Team Leader, Head of OPCW Special Mission
to Iraq

Dr. Antonius Roof, former OPCW Inspection Team Leader and Head Industry Inspections.
Alan Steadman, Chemical Weapons Munitions Specialist, Former OPCW Inspection Team
Leader and UNSCOM Inspector

Denis J. Halliday, UN Assistant Secretary-General (1994-98)
Hans von Sponeck, former UN Assistant Secretary General and UN Humanitarian Co-
ordinator (Iraq)

Lord West of Spithead, First Sea Lord and Chief of Naval Staff 2002-06

Noam Chomsky, Daniel Ellsberg, Rep. Tulsi Gabbard, , Kristinn Hrafnnson, Ray McGovern,
Elizabeth Murray, Professor Götz Neuneck, John Pilger, Professor Theodore A. Postol,
Professor John Avery Scales, Jonathan Steele, Roger Waters, Oliver Stone.

ROTHSCHILD RAG RAGES AGAINST CONDITIONS IN SYRIA, IGNORES SANCTIONS
REPORTS ON US-OCCUPIED REGION WITHOUT DISCLOSING IT

The Economist: Ten years of war have broken Syria into pieces
Inexperienced teenage hack opines that hospitals struggle, currency fails, people prefer
dollar. Ignores who controls districts on the ground (U.S. vs Syria) and consequent access
to dollars/services

Economist wants Syria balkanized like former Yugoslavia.
MC: Zionists do not like functional secular states.

UK Column News – 12th March 2021

UK Column News - 12th March 2021
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7 -1 Reply

Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 5:49 PM

 Reply to  

Any updates on their Brexit & immigration news?

1 -1 Reply

Moneycircus  Mar 12, 2021 6:12 PM

 Reply to  

Nope, that’s a full review except for the Microsoft Exchange hack blamed on
China which I referred to earlier. 

0 -1 Reply

Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 7:16 PM

 Reply to  

Nothing on the millions of ‘illegal’ immigrants? Don’t they have a 24 hour
‘immigrant watch’.

0 0 Reply

fame  Mar 12, 2021 6:35 PM

 Reply to  

Thanks as always for the links and breakdown.
A quote From the video, “Why you should question vaccination passports” of which
you provided a link.”They have been doing this to Africa for years,..but nobody in the
west cared”.

The exploitation of Africa its land, resources and people continues to this day,
especially through the proliferation of NGOs, funded by the billionaires, pretending
to do good while further entrenching the systemic oppression, medical malpractice,
paid for politicians, engineered violence and stifling of opportunities. Its truly
disgusting, the acquiescence in the western people of these crimes.

2 0 Reply

comité espartaco  Mar 12, 2021 5:17 PM

Moneycircus

Mandate

Moneycircus

Moneycircus
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Magufuli’s reforms seem to be in the right direction. He also opposes LGBTQ tyranny.
Good.

3 -1 Reply

Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 5:50 PM

 Reply to  

You mean he’s homophobic and will lock up trans, all good then?

0 -2 Reply

gorden  Mar 12, 2021 5:53 PM

 Reply to  

no he

simply wanted a barbera lerner spector

satanick germ theory zio free world
comrade

2 0 Reply

comité espartaco  Mar 12, 2021 6:21 PM

 Reply to  

No… we mean he is ANTI-LGBTQRMLNS… anti-minority-mongering and against
the brutal tyranny of those who want to censor people for saying the truth.

1 0 Reply

Magie  Mar 12, 2021 5:03 PM

If your valuable they clone ya,otherwise it the usual helicopter crash, heart attack ( they
have tek which causes this), suicide verdict with 2 bullet in the heads.or buried at sea

Going missing is maybe torture and if in USA is that hospital they take all the celebs to if
they play up and they look really strange after coming out.

A sacrifice of family member can buck em up, but he may appear totally disheveled and
changing his tune which shows others this could happen to you better do as your told.

1 0 Reply

Rhisiart Gwilym  Mar 12, 2021 4:13 PM

I suspect that it might be harder for the BellenderGatesoid crew to get at presidents in

comité espartaco

Mandate

Mandate
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Belarus or Turkmenistan, they being in Russia’s sphere of influence, and the Bellenders
not having the same freedom of action so much there.

10 0 Reply

Karenovirus  Mar 12, 2021 5:37 PM

 Reply to  

I have never thought one day that I could have preferred a Putin influenced country
than a western one. But well I am so sad and tired off all the endless restrictions on
life…

3 0 Reply

kevin  Mar 12, 2021 3:59 PM

This is an article from 2009 about the coming global totalitarianism that I stumbled upon
last year. It discusses the elimination of oppositional Third World leaders (like Magufuli)
in the quest for global colonization by the Western ruling class, ultimately including the
West itself in its totalitarian designs. Well worth reading. The author nails it.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication
/228432875_Global_Totalitarianism_and_the_Crisis_of_Neo-Lib_Movement

I was reminded of it by Howard’s insightful comment.

3 0 Reply

Howard  Mar 12, 2021 3:36 PM

As anyone who’s ever picked up a newspaper should realize by now: there’s no place in
Africa…for Africans…to run things. The graveyards are filled with those who doubted that
essential colonial maxim.

Africa is the richest continent on Earth (with South America not far behind). Much too rich
to be left to Africans. Go against anything – ANYTHING – colonial and your fate is sealed.

COVID is the ultimate colonial ploy in that it makes everything a colony. So, Martians and
Moon critters: you better get in line, ’cause we’re coming. Just as soon as we find a safe
path through the Van Allen Belt.

15 0 Reply

Rhisiart Gwilym  Mar 12, 2021 4:21 PM

Rhisiart Gwilym
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 Reply to  

A safe path? Oh surely the USAmericans found that last century, didn’t they?

They landed on the Moon you know.

I expect confidently that when the next Russian and Chinese robots do close passes,
or even landings, in the Sea of Tranquility, they’ll be able to get excellent clear shots
of all the junk the USAmericans – er – left – er – left down there. You know, at the
end of their first ‘visit’; having solved all those intractable problems with hard
radiation and tremendous temperature swings. Which the did. Didn’t they…?

(And how irreligious of the USAmerican astronauts to refuse angrily to swear on the
bible that they had indeed been to the Moon…)

Just sayin’. I’ve no certain idea what the real truth is. But I’m not necessarily buying
the official narrative.

7 0 Reply

gorden  Mar 12, 2021 5:58 PM

 Reply to  

i here that van alllen belt the scientist was an anti semite climate heating cooling
flooding desertification denier
best to forget about mr radiation belts i mean shirley you would have to be crazy to
keep your jeans up with one of his radioactive belts

2 0 Reply

Davemass  Mar 12, 2021 3:30 PM

I’ve said before on offg, we’re f****ed.
Unless someone somewhere starts shooting Gates, Schwab, BJ, Biden, Fauci, nothing will
change.
Even Belarussia still has football spectators!

10 0 Reply

S Cooper  Mar 12, 2021 3:43 PM

 Reply to  

Howard

Howard

Davemass
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“Billy Eugenics, Strangelove Jr, Clown Boris, Groper Joe Palpatine, Mengele Jr. are

just the face masks covering/fronting THE UGLINESS that lies underneath. It is that
UGLINESS that WE THE PEOPLE (HUMANITY) must address.”

5 0 Reply

Steve Hayes  Mar 12, 2021 3:24 PM

Regime change operations for countries that refuse to accept the bribes or give into the
threats and go along with the Covid 19 narrative – what could be more revealing?

Back in March 2020 I considered this a case of collective madness. But even if it was a
result of panic, hysteria and fear back them, it has become obvious that the madness has
been exploited by vested interests that are global and have the power and influence to
determine the policies of countries, supra-national organisations, the agenda of the
corporate media and the tech giants, professional bodies and many NGOs. Again and
again across the globe, the well established policies for responding to an infectious
respiratory viral disease have been abandoned and in their stead have been adopted
policies that have no scientific basis and are obviously harmful. Those policies have had
the result of instituting a massive transfer of wealth to the billionaire globalists and
massively increasing states’ control to an extent that was not even achieved in totalitarian
societies.

12 0 Reply

Tomoola Sitchin  Mar 12, 2021 4:51 PM

 Reply to  

Excellent post, but for me there is little doubt that the Covid-19 event is the result of
longterm planning, which also included the corruption of governments on an almost
unimaginable scale.

It would be hard to find a better example of a corrupted government, than that of
the UK, which from very early on has been heavily complicit in this blatant globalist
power grab.

8 0 Reply

Researcher  Mar 12, 2021 6:36 PM

 Reply to  

There’s another theory that holds more water and explains why governments
use birth certificates to create legal fictions in people’s names and use deception
through mass media and education to propagandize the people and manipulate
their behavior.

Steve Hayes

Tomoola Sitchin
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Governments were from their inception, corrupt institutions serving their
overlords, the titled money set, the bankers and oligarchs. It explains why voting
has always been meaningless since Emma Goldman’s time and much earlier.
They were put in place by the controllers of society, monarchies and other
wealthy landowners and robber barons to prevent bloody revolutions by the
masses. To prevent actual democracy.

Governments don’t bother to conceal their corruption anymore due to the level
of control they have now.

1 0 Reply

Annette  Mar 12, 2021 3:22 PM

Tanzania is one of the rare countries you can travel to without covid tests…
Vaccine not compulsory. So basically its critical to see whether their president has been
killed, or put out of action, and whether a coup is on its way. It seems to be the only
country one could have escaped to.
Madagascar has turned down vaccination, but there apparently are strict rules for entry,
pcr tests and so on.

8 0 Reply

Paul_too  Mar 12, 2021 4:36 PM

 Reply to  

There are others, around 8 currently you can travel to with no test, vaccine,
quarantine etc. I suspect Tanzania will be changing its policy soon if this does turn
out to be a coup.

https://www.traveloffpath.com/countries-without-any-travel-restrictions-or-
entry-requirements/

6 0 Reply

Karenovirus  Mar 12, 2021 5:34 PM

 Reply to  

Wow some nice countries there for siwimming which I missed immensely.
Turkey, Costa Rika, Montenegro..Specially Turkish beaches are amazing, cheap
too. If i had enough coins i would have loved to go to Costa Rika though.

1 0 Reply

Annette

Paul_too
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fame  Mar 12, 2021 6:44 PM

 Reply to  

Not only did you not need a fraud pcr test but no vaccination certificates for anything
including dengue fever, malaria, etc. However some returning countries do require
the fraud pcr test before boarding a return flight. I guess Tanzania is one of the best
places to take the fraud test as they are aware of the fraud, but that is another story.

0 0 Reply

Donald Duck  Mar 12, 2021 3:19 PM

Any independent states are at risk if they are 1. Sovereign, 2. Democratic. This will not be
tolerated in the modern world by the imperial hegemon. Might is Right. The US controls
the whole of the Americas, and most if not all of Europe and substantial areas of the
southern hemisphere. The Eurasian bloc of Russia, China and Iran represents a
formidable obstacle in the plans of the Atlantic Hegemon. How this will play out is a moot
point.

1 -2 Reply

Edwige  Mar 12, 2021 4:18 PM

 Reply to  

The Eurasian bloc is controlled faux opposition – like O’Brien was Goldstein.

Take the Iranian “Revolution” – did Khomeni sit around Paris without anyone getting
to him? how was he not stopped from returning to Iran by some unfortunate
“accident”? why did everyone who was anyone get out of the US Embassy before the
hostage crisis? why did the hostage crisis last 444 days? why did the subsequent
Iranian leadership slaughter so many of their people in the Iran-Iraq War? what was
Ahmadinejad doing giving Larry King a masonic handshake?

2 0 Reply

Researcher  Mar 12, 2021 5:55 PM

 Reply to  

“The US controls”?

The US controls nothing. It doesn’t even control itself. The District of Columbia is a
corporation. Taxes in the US go straight to the Vatican Bank and the City of London

Corporation through the UNITED STATES TREASURY which is registered in Puerto

Annette

Donald Duck

Donald Duck
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Rico.

The rest of your lie is countered by Edwige.

0 0 Reply

Donald Duck  Mar 12, 2021 7:25 PM

 Reply to  

So what you seem to be implying is that everyone is in on the global coup. And
strategic differences between rival nations is nothing more than a sham. Biden is
in on it, Merkel is in on it, Johnson is in on it, Putin is in on it, Deng Xio Ping is in
on it. And to cap it all ”what was Ahmadinejad doing giving Larry King a masonic

handshake”? Rpt a masonic handshake no less. Case closed of course.

0 0 Reply

Paul Vonharnish  Mar 12, 2021 2:57 PM

I’m afraid John Magufuli’s life has become another brick in the wall…

I closely followed the goings on in Zimbabwe a few years back. >

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/jan/02/china-zimbabwe-workers-abuse
 

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/23/world/africa/23zimbabwe.html?hp&_r=0
 
China was implicated in a covert shipment of armaments during the (illegal and
fraudulent) election of Robert Mugabe, as the 2008 Olympic festival in China was being
frantically arranged. I was not only livid at the time, but was also foolish enough to protest
rather aggressively on the BBC web site. I subsequently had some very “unusual”
problems with my electronics equipment…

Zimbabwe Arms Shipped by China Spark an Uproar – New York Times
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/19/world/africa
/19zimbabwe.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0

After much ado Mr. Tsvangirai was awarded a co-power presidency with the (UN
sponsored) Robert Mugabe. Mr. Tsvangirai ultimately lost his wife and daughter in an
attempted assassination on his life, whilst traveling in a ‘protected’ military motorcade.

Researcher
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About a year after the United Nations rigged presidential election, the media had
completely blacked out any further comment about the true situation in Zimbabwe. It
was all an obviously corrupt and merciless ‘electoral’ process, with many incidents of
people being macheted in broad daylight.

Where is Mr Robert Mugabe today??? Look it up…

3 0 Reply

Researcher  Mar 12, 2021 5:47 PM

 Reply to  

Zimbabwe was one of the first test countries for various cashless payment systems.
This was their first one.

Their second test run morphed a digital ID, digital currency and vaccination-
biometric pass, based on the same VST enterprises covi-pass payment technology
proposed by the UK government.

The front man who allegedly patented this system was then awarded an
Ambassadorship to Zimbabwe by the WEF.

1 0 Reply

George Mc  Mar 12, 2021 2:26 PM

It would appear that COVID has a whole new characteristic: it seems to gravitate towards
skeptics. The very thought that COVID is a con seems to be enough to attract the virus.
OffG better watch out. If more and more net users read this site, expect a huge outbreak
of COVID amongst the site managers and readership.

16 0 Reply

S Cooper  Mar 12, 2021 3:10 PM

 Reply to  

“Baby Debs says the cure for the SCAMDEMIC is his new and improved BABY DEBS
MIRACLE EYE JAB— administered aggressively and repeatedly through the eye

sockets of every WAR RACKETEER CORPORATE FASCIST OLIGARCH MOBSTER
PSYCHOPATH in sight.”

Paul Vonharnish

George Mc
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“SOCIALISM IN THE SPIRIT OF EUGENE VICTOR DEBS FOREVER!”

https://www.tumblr.com/search/v%20debs

1 0 Reply
Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 2:18 PM

All world leaders should be prepared to die for the good of their people. He is doing what
he must do as the representative of his people. The privilege comes at a price. Your own
personal betterment is not an option.

8 -2 Reply

Researcher  Mar 12, 2021 5:38 PM

 Reply to  

They are not “leaders” they are appointed by the banksters and oligarchs and
members of corrupt political parties. Then they are foisted on the nation and voters
by the same bankster and oligarch owned media as fake representatives of the
people when in reality, they make private closed door deals with corporations and
illegally tax the people while imposing ridiculous statues and mandates that free
men and women do not want or need. They are mouthpieces of the most iniquitous
people and institutions in the world.

When one of those mouthpieces refuses to go along with the UN-Rockefeller-
Rothschild-IMF-World Bank programs, they are eliminated or removed.

1 -1 Reply

Mandate
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Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 5:52 PM

 Reply to  

The bankers are exposing Covid as a scam in Tanzania then You forgot Elvis and
Rasputin in your list.

0 -1 Reply

Researcher  Mar 12, 2021 5:57 PM

 Reply to  

You are a fraud and a liar with a track record of dozens of names here simply
to clog up the thread with your lies. Your Mossad-ADL shtick is a bore and has
been exposed as have your many names including Jerry Blote, ShellfishLux,
Germourt, Philip Wilks, Phil McAvertie, Philip Jones, Philip, Phil, gas, Jenny,
Joshy, Doudler, Sheriff, Welton Sue, Jullia Deuphine, Philpott, ClemFandango
etc.

0 0 Reply

George Mc  Mar 12, 2021 2:14 PM

After surfing around Aljazeera, the BBC and the WSWS, it seems that the story they’re
going with is that Magufuli declared that God would rid Tanzania of COVID … before he
himself (probably, almost certainly etc.) came down with COVID – “he himself” referring
to the Tanzanian leader and not God – although I’m sure if the supreme being Himself
questions COVID, He too will be getting some viral “education”.

8 0 Reply

October  Mar 12, 2021 1:59 PM

What are we to make of these coups? That world leaders are living dangerously?

0 0 Reply

Loverat  Mar 12, 2021 1:43 PM

I have long suspected Boris Johnson’s Covid ‘illness’ was due to any remaining libertarian
tendencies being forcibly sucked out of him. Look at him since. Before he was a half-wit
but seems a completely empty, soulless shadow.

15 0 Reply

Researcher

Mandate
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no more lies  Mar 12, 2021 1:48 PM

 Reply to  

The cuddly buffoon was a charade, a very carefully crafted persona… None of these
politicians are as they seem, they are all very carefully selected for their roles. They
are essentially actors at the whim of the hidden director(s)

29 0 Reply

Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 2:12 PM

 Reply to  

They are not running the country. You can tell because they do not really ponder
their choices or decisions in front of camera. They do not know what is going to
happen next and they do not know what they will be told to do next, they are doing
as they are told they are not leaders in any sense of the word.

23 0 Reply

Researcher  Mar 12, 2021 6:08 PM

 Reply to  

You just claimed they were leaders on your other comment. You can’t even keep
your lies straight.

0 0 Reply

no more lies  Mar 12, 2021 1:33 PM

MIC/intelligence apparatus developed the heart attack gun decades ago, I wonder what
clandestine devices they now have at their disposal to remove without suspicion
prominent dissenting voices?

7 0 Reply

Question Everything  Mar 12, 2021 1:33 PM

When we start from the fact that SARS-CoV-2 was never isolated from a “diseased” patient
and no purified samples exist then one has to ask; how can a “test” for COVID be
developed, how could a “vaccine” be developed if you don’t have a purified sample of that
for which you are “testing” or “vaccinating?” That being said we can conclude the
following: The world has been the victim of a fraud to usher in some sort of totalitarian
wet dream.

Loverat

Loverat

Mandate
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18 0 Reply

StartHere  Mar 12, 2021 2:51 PM

 Reply to  

We can reach that conclusion whether or not we “have a purified sample”. We can
start from other facts.

1 -1 Reply

Steve Hayes  Mar 12, 2021 3:27 PM

 Reply to  

The so called tests and the so called vaccines were developed by using the genetic
code that China provided to the World Health Organisation.

4 -1 Reply

Paul_too  Mar 12, 2021 4:52 PM

 Reply to  

Via Christian Drosden in Germany, who created the computer model used for the
test, using those genetic codes. This article covers the highlighting of 10
fundamental errors in the design, which were published by an international
team under the name the Corman-Drosden Review Report.

https://thevaccinereaction.org/2020/12/pcr-test-for-coronavirus-questioned-
by-prominent-scientists/

0 0 Reply

Marilyn Shepherd  Mar 12, 2021 5:50 PM

 Reply to  

Actually China did not isolate any new virus.

0 0 Reply

Question Everything

Question Everything

Steve Hayes
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Marilyn Shepherd  Mar 12, 2021 5:49 PM

 Reply to  

i keep pointing that out to people and tell them I have a nice bridge on Sydney
Harbour to sell them if they can prove it’s possible to make a test for virus without
having any virus.

1 0 Reply

Moneycircus  Mar 12, 2021 1:31 PM

Good article, getting out ahead of the announcement.

BTW have I missed an article demolishing the Mutants hoax? The State Corporatist
headlines are head-bangingly moronic and relentless.

It’s my understanding that viruses always mutate as they pass from one person to

another and that with an epidemic the mutation is in the direction of weaker, which

makes sense if the host is surviving. Unless the sheer scale of vaccination breeds
resistance. But these aren’t vaccines anyway and supposedly they confer no immunity.

As I type this I can see myself drifting from theoretical virus hypothesis into Covid fantasy
land… further and further away from reality. Off-Guardian, can you bring me back?

12 0 Reply

Moneycircus  Mar 12, 2021 2:03 PM

 Reply to  

To put it the other way, assuming a virus to be a parasite according to the orthodox
theory (and I know many disagree) it would have to work in accordance with nature,
self-interest, Mr Darwin and survival of the fittest. In other words, like the mafia, you
don’t kill the goose.

If a virus mutated to be stronger, it would kill exponentially more of the host, which
would be suicide for the virus. Capiche?

Even if it’s true that a virus “attacks” what if it’s just getting used to its new environs?
We talk of viruses “dying out.” What if they fade away into the background?

4 0 Reply

Question Everything

Moneycircus
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Rosemary Frei  Mar 12, 2021 2:52 PM

 Reply to  

This may be helpful to you – an article and video of mine on the new variants:
https://off-guardian.org/2021/02/08/the-shaky-science-behind-the-deadly-new-
strains-of-sars-cov-2/
There’s lots of other articles and videos, also, on the lack of dangerousness of the new
variants, if they even exist at all.

7 0 Reply

Moneycircus  Mar 12, 2021 2:59 PM

 Reply to  

Thanks Rosemary!

In the mulling of mutation I rewrote a song in your honour.

Blue mut —

ating me stand alone

Could be a change in my genes
Without a life of my own.

The genes go: Bom ba-ba-bom ba-bom ba-bom-bom ba-ba-bom ba-ba-bom
g-dang-a-dang-dang g-ding-a-dong ding!

(The Marcels, after Rogers & Hart).

0 0 Reply

Marilyn Shepherd  Mar 12, 2021 5:52 PM

 Reply to  

Funny how the stupid west jump on these ”variants” but must know by now there
has never been an original

0 0 Reply

thuse  Mar 12, 2021 2:55 PM

 Reply to  

https://www.projekt-immanuel.de/Startseite/index.php
/;focus=STRATP_cm4all_com_widgets_News_31489760&path=?m=d&

Moneycircus

Rosemary Frei

Rosemary Frei
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a=20210220001029-9140&cp=1&
fbclid=IwAR2PTUVLzzzIaB1lckatgZWClG8lVdIZN4DQ5Xrv7LjXYLI4y_nqtpnnzr0#
STRATP_cm4all_com_widgets_News_31489760

this article should help you with your question about ‘mutation’

1 0 Reply

Moneycircus  Mar 12, 2021 3:05 PM

 Reply to  

Great response, thanks Thuse.

1 0 Reply

Howard  Mar 12, 2021 1:19 PM

Fukushima and COVID – a Tale of Two Catastrophes. Fukushima gives the lie to COVID.
Fukushima represents business as usual for Western societies.

The press is going all pretzel to downplay the effects of Fukushima radiation – a classic
textbook example of how societies downplay genuine public health hazards. “Nothing to
see here. Move on.”

Then along comes COVID – touted as the biggest health hazard in human history. But
instead of attempting to keep the lid on it, the press blows it up to the size of an asteroid.
“Much to see here. Stop, look, listen – and start shaking in your boots.”

Someone has whimsically suggested substituting the word “Unicorn” for COVID. How
about substituting the word “Fukushima” for COVID? Has a much better ring to it.

14 0 Reply

Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 2:09 PM

 Reply to  

There was a US aircraft carrier off the coast of Japan on the day the power plant
failed. Did you see the plant explode? it was like a cruse missile took the top off the
reactor…..Japan was doing so well economically at the time….perhaps too well.

4 -3 Reply

Enki  Mar 12, 2021 12:57 PM

I mean what are the chances that the two African presidents who do not believe in the

thuse
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covid scamdemic would both catch covid and then maybe dies. When you consider the
resources available to a president, the chance that they would not survive covid is
ridiculous.

17 0 Reply

nana  Mar 12, 2021 12:53 PM

helicopter crash or heart attack? bet now….

9 0 Reply

Edwige  Mar 12, 2021 12:42 PM

More from the CFR on Magufuli:

https://foreignpolicy.com/2021/02/17/tanzania-president-magufuli-coronavirus-
pandemic-denial/

BTW about 10 days ago the UK media was reporting the Covid vaccine cured cancer. Now
the Fraudian is claiming that any delay in getting the second Pfizer dose makes cancer
worse (based on a non-peer reviewed report with a feebel sample size by King’s College
but, hey, science). If they were studying what people are really afraid of, this is exactly
what you’d do. How exactly people can’t see through this and then ask themselves “if
they’d lie about this, what wouldn’t they lie about?” escapes me.

16 0 Reply

Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 12:40 PM

Only the CIA can pull that off, stop with your stuid fantasies about bill gates and Soros, to
provide cover for the USA. Ok your site might get taken down but whose side are you on?

Grow up. Covid is an economic looting carried out by the US, Not some medical ritual
carried out by Gates, Fauchi or Soros, and a bunch of druids. It is a big game for massive
financial gains, played by the worlds only super power. So stop talking like children.

6 -15 Reply

S Cooper  Mar 12, 2021 1:06 PM

 Reply to  

“The CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY by the Corporate Fascist Langley-Land
Racketeer Criminals are not mutually exclusive, the are interchangeable, all

Mandate
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encompassing and pervasive.”

8 -1 Reply

Howard  Mar 12, 2021 1:08 PM

 Reply to  

And why must it be either-or? Either the Gates cluster or the CIA? Why can’t it be
both? Better yet, why can’t Gates et al be CIA patsies, just as the CIA is Wall Street’s
patsy?

Something tells me the CIA is most comfortable working in the shadows. And letting
their public faces stick their necks out.

7 -1 Reply

Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 2:02 PM

 Reply to  

Why are we talking about Gates at all, when it is the CIA? I will tell you why, it is
so people are led away from the real organisations behind it. That is why CIA use
Jones to talk about Bohemian grove and David icke to talk about lizzards.

If we know it is thew CIA there is a political route to control it.

if we say it is Gates we are left barking at the moon. that is why this article is
hiding them.

1 -6 Reply

Moneycircus  Mar 12, 2021 1:22 PM

 Reply to  

“Only the CIA can pull that off.” Exactly my response.

It’s all corporate: as the CIA goons always were; having been set up to serve Wall St
interests — and nowadays you can throw in Rockefeller, which is another way of
saying Gates, Fauci etc.

14 -1 Reply

Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 2:05 PM

 Reply to  

SO the largest military empire in the history of the planet does not exist in you
mine, and has no interests above its own financial interests, it has no strategy it

Mandate

Howard

Mandate
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has no cultural and ideological goals, it’s just the CEO of Apple wanting to make
more money? .really ….. Ok go back to sleep.

0 -7 Reply

Howard  Mar 12, 2021 3:26 PM

 Reply to  

I think the expression “He can’t walk and chew gum at the same time!” is a
dandy description of the military mind. It takes a village of bankers, CEOs
and strategists to run an army. Otherwise, it just runs in circles till it drops.

4 0 Reply

Mandate  Mar 12, 2021 6:00 PM

 Reply to  

Sure, Lets just ignore 10,000 years of history and pretend bankers run
armies?

0 -2 Reply

Doubter  Mar 12, 2021 12:27 PM

Grammar Nazi comment. The below is incorrect.

It should be ‘Covid being a hoax.’

3 -5 Reply

S Cooper  Mar 12, 2021 12:57 PM

 Reply to  

“The word hoax downplays the enormity of the crime. It makes THE SCAMDEMIC
‘BIG LIE’ appear like a mere prank. It is not. It is a deliberate malicious act against WE
THE PEOPLE, a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY, by the CORPORATE FASCIST
MOBSTER RACKETEER PSYCHOPATHS.”

15 0 Reply

Mandate

Howard

All that changed when he spoke out about Covid being hoax.
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Jeff Carmack  Mar 12, 2021 12:26 PM

Thank you, Kit.

14 0 Reply

KarenEliot  Mar 12, 2021 12:23 PM

Expecting some updates here real soon…

https://www.trade.gov/country-commercial-guides/tanzania-investment-climate-
statement

3 0 Reply
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